A large acceptance scintillator detector with wavelength shifting optical fibre readout has been designed and built to detect the decay particles of η-nucleus bound system (the so-called η-mesic nuclei), namely, protons and pions. The detector, named as ENSTAR detector, consists of 122 pieces of plastic scintillator of various shapes and sizes, which are arranged in a cylindrical geometry to provide particle identification, energy loss and coarse position information for these particles. A solid angle coverage of ∼95% of total 4π is obtained in the present design of the detector. Monte Carlo phase space calculations performed to simulate the formation and decay of η-mesic nuclei suggest that its decay particles, the protons and pions The present article describes the detector design, simulation studies, construction details and test results.
Introduction

1
A large acceptance plastic scintillator detector ENSTAR has been designed 2 and built for studies of η-mesic nuclei -a bound system of η-meson and a several target nuclei X = Li, C, Al, etc. The expected cross section for events 12 corresponding to formation of η-mesic nuclei is rather low, hence, a dedicated 13 detection system is needed to enhance the sensitivity of the measurement.
14 ENSTAR is the part of detection system which has been developed in order ENSTAR. In addition to the η-bound states search, the ENSTAR detector can 21 also be used in many other experiments where the missing mass determination 22 of the reaction product needs to be done in coincidence with its decay prod-23 ucts e.g., for the study of ∆ interaction in nuclear matter, where the decay 24 products of ∆ states, protons and pions can be detected by ENSTAR [6] . The 25 details of the Big Karl spectrometer have been reported elsewhere [4, 5] . In this 26
paper, the description of the newly built ENSTAR detector is reported. The 27 geometric design, simulation studies and fabrication procedure are described.
28
Test measurements done at various stages during the construction of ENSTAR
29
as well as the in-beam tests performed at the COSY accelerator are presented.
30
2 Physics background and ENSTAR design considerations
31
Phase space calculations to simulate eta-mesic nucleus decay events were per-32 formed using the N-body Monte-Carlo event generator program "Genbod" [7] .
33
The program generates multi-particle weighted events according to Lorentz in- (Fig. 1 ). The energy spectrum for the proton peaks at T p ≈100 MeV with 52 a width (FWHM) of 120 MeV (Fig. 2) , while the pion spectrum has a peak 53 at ≈320 MeV and a similar width (Fig. 3) as that of proton peak. The sim-54 ulations were also carried out for other eta-mesic nuclei formation reactions 55 on different target nuclei. The energy spectra and opening angle distributions 56 were found to be similar as that in the previous case.
58
A detector employing plastic scintillators in the ∆E -E configuration, which within the detector. 3 Design details and fabrication 
105
The geometrical granularity allows an angular resolution of ∆θ lab equal to 15 o .
106
In conjunction with signals from middle layer, signals from the outer layer are were machined for 19 grooves each having 4 mm width and 1.5 mm depth.
154
The grooves cover roughly 40 % of the area of one face of scintillator. For to minimise attenuation losses, its bending radius should also be kept high.
169
The conventional minimum bending radius of these fibres is ten times the fi- 
14
The cookie end was coupled to the photo-multiplier tube for conversion of the 211 light signal into photo-electrons which were then processed electronically. In 212 order to reduce light losses from scintillators, the scintillator elements were 213 wrapped with tyvek, a paper-white reflecting foil made of polyethylene [13] .
214
The wrapping by tyvek, apart from light reflection, also helps in minimising 215 the cross-talk. All the detector pieces were finally covered by black tedlar foil 216 for light tightness and reducing the cross-talk among various detector elements. 
Scintillator readout details
219
The Bicron optical fibre BCF-91A, used in the present detector for collect- 
Test Measurements
256
A number of test measurements were performed during the construction and among all particle groups (e.g. pions, protons, deuterons etc.) was obtained.
279
The particle identification was confirmed from the time of flight information,
280
which was measured simultaneously between two hodoscopes layers placed at 281 a distance 4m apart at the focal plane of BigKarl.
283
The final test measurement of ENSTAR in fully assembled condition was per- were also recorded with good statistics. inner layer and at least a single hit in the middle layer. In addition, the condi- 
345
The detector has been further tested in fully assembled condition, using 870
346
MeV/c proton beam from COSY, Jülich. In addition, the measurements using 
